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Abstract. For almost every x in the Wiener space Cy,, the

Holder condition \x{t')-x(t")\ %h\t'-l"\a holds for some h>0

when<*(E(0, %). Let <j>a[x] be the infimum of all A>0for fixed xand

a. In the present paper we prove that every positive power of <j>a[x\

is Wiener integrable over Cw and give an estimate for the Wiener

integral.

1. Introduction. Let Cw be the Wiener space consisting of all real

valued continuous functions x(t), ^£P=[0, l], with x(0)=0. N.

Wiener [2] showed that for every a£(0, J) almost every xECw

satisfies the Holder condition \x(t')— x(t")\ gh\ t'—1"\ " for some

h>0 which depends on x and a. Let <pa[x] be the infimum of all such

h>0 for fixed x and a. Our result is the following

Theorem. For every a£(0, J), the functional {<pa[x]}p is Wiener

integrable for all p>0, i.e. fcw {<pa [x ]} pdwx < °o . In fact

f   {<ba[x]}*dwx g (--—Y
(1.1) C" M -2-/

r    /2X1/2 . .»(*» + i)n
•    1 + ( —)    (2N)» e~N{l- 2W«»-wa-«-)}-i J2-

L        \7r/ m=,i    m2N+1   J

<  oo

for every positive number A such that

1 (l + 2a      )
(1.2) A>-max^--— > p> ■

I \\ — la      )

We think that the above result might be applied in establishing the

convergence of Wiener integrals or in estimating errors in approxi-

mating Wiener integrals by ordinary Lebesgue integrals on finite di-

mensional Euclidean spaces. The theorem will be proved in §3.
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2. Estimates of Wiener measures of various subsets of Cw. Let D

be the collection of binary rationals in P. According to N. Wiener, for

every fixed «E(0, £) almost every xECw satisfies the Holder condi-

tion \x(t')-x(t")\ Sh\t'-t"\a, t', t"ED, where h>0 depends on x.

Definition 1. For every a>0 and h>0 let Ha[h] consist of those

functions xECm for which there exist t', t"ED, depending on x, satis-

fying the inequality \x(t')—x(t")\ >h\t'—t"\a.

Ha[h], as the complement of a Wiener measurable set, is itself

Wiener measurable.

Lemma 1. Let a>0 and h>0. If xECw satisfies

(2.1) | x(n2~k) - x((n - 1)2"*) |   S hl~ka

for every nonnegative integer k and positive integer n, l^w^2*, then

xETT„[2A(l-2-«)-1].

Proof. Each rED, being a binary rational in T, can be expressed

as q2~p where p and q are nonnegative integers and p is chosen to be

the smallest possible for each r. Thus for r = 0 we have p = 0, q = 0 and

for r = 1 we have p = 0, 2=1. These are the only two for which p = 0.

Also, when r^O, q is odd.

Let r\, r2ED, n<r2. Consider the case [rit r2]^[0, l]. Let

rjG [ri, r2] be the binary rational with the smallest p among all the

binary rationals in [r~i, r2]. There is exactly one such f3. For if one of ri

and r2 is 0 or 1 then r3 is the one with p = 0; if none of ri and r2 is 0 or

1 and there were two distinct f3, say gi2_p and q22~p, then the choice

of r3 would be contradicted since there would be an even integer be-

tween qi and q2. When [rlt r2] = [0, l], we let rz = rx.

Now if r3^ri, then r3 — rx= zZ\=i 2~**' and if r3^r2 we have r2 — r3

= zZT-i 2~1' where {ki} and {lj} are strictly increasing finite se-

quences of nonnegative integers. Consider the two sequences of inter-

vals:

[r3 - 2-*s n], [u - 2-*1 - 2"*>, r3 - 2-*],

[fi, f„ - 2-*» - ••• - 2-*«-i]

and

[n, r3 + 2-*], [r, + 2-7 r3 + 2-'» + 2-'«], • • • ,

[f8 + 2-'i + • • • + 2-«-», f2].

Since fi, r2 and f3 cannot be all equal, at least one of the two sequences
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of subintervals of [rx, r2] exists and [ri, r2] is decomposed into those

subintervals that exist.

Let p = min {ki, lx}, g = max {ki, lm}. By (2.1)

| x(rx) - x(r2) |   g 2h Jf, ^~ka = 2h2-"a(l - 2~a)~l
k=p

g 2h(l - 2-<")-1| ri -r2\".

Since this is true of every pair rx, r2ED, x^Ha[2h(l — 2~a)~1].

Lemma 2. Let a>0 and h>0. Then (1) for the Wiener measure mw

we have

mw(Ha[2h(l - 2-")-1])

(2.2) /2\1'21    » i     h2 )
g[ — \    — 222k^l2+a) exp<-2«1-2«'V .

Vx/      h i_0 (.2 )

(2) The series in the right-hand side of (2.2) (not including the factor

(2/x) 1,2(l/h)) diverges for a = § and converges for 0<a<%toa sum which

decreases monotonically with increasing h.

Proof. (1). Let a>0, h> 0 and xEHa[2h(l-2~a)~1}. According to

Lemma 1

x E Ia.h.k.n = {x E Cw; I x(n2rk) - x((n - 1)2-*) |   > h2~k"}

for some nonnegative integer k and positive integer n, 1 gng2k, and

consequently

*       2*

Ha[2h(l - 2-")-1] C U    U /„.».*,„.
A-0  n=l

Now by the definition of the Wiener measure

mw(Ia.H.k.n) = {(2x)2(« - l)2-*2-*}"1/2

■   I exp <-> d%xd£,2.
J lh-«Sl>*2-«     F  I     2(n - 1) 2 f

Letting^={2(M-l)2-*}-1/2fi,77={2 • 2-*}-1'2 (&-&) and applying

the inequality

/•» 1
exp[-£2]cf£ g — exp[-X2]        for X > 0

x 2\
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we obtain

ma(Ia,H,k,n) = — {  f    exp[-e]dt\ h f exp[-v2]dv\
7T    W _«, )      {    J M-W2«l/*-«) )

/ 2X1'2 1                       {     h2 )
S ( — )     — 2A(a-1/2) exp<-2*(1-2a)> .

Thus

mwiHa[2hil - 2-")-1]) ̂  EE».(W.)
4=0 n=l

/2X1'2  1    - (■      A2 )
= ( —)     — zZ 2i(I'2+<*> exp <-2*(1-2°)V .

\ir /      h k~o I      2 )

(2) follows from (2.2).

3. Proof of the theorem.

Definition 2. Let a>0 be fixed. For each xECw for which there

exists some h>0 satisfying \x(t')-x(t")\ Sh\ t' — t"\ a lor all t', t" ED

we define d>a [x] = inf h where the infimum is taken over the set of all

such positive numbers h. ll no such h exists for x we define <pa [x\ = °o .

Remark 1. For every xECw, \x(t')-x(t")\ S4>*[x]\t'-t"\a lor

all *', t"ED.
Remark 2. 0^<^«[x]^ 00 for xECw. In fact x(f)=0 is the only

function in Cw lor which $a[x]=0. When 0<a<5, <£„[x]< co for al-

most every xECw.

Remark 3. For every h>0,

{x E Cw; <j>a[x] S h}

= {xE Cw; I x(f) - x(t") \Sh\t' - t" K tf, t" E D].

Since the right-hand side of this equality is a Wiener measurable set,

<t>a[x] is a Wiener measurable function.

Remark 4. xEHa[h] if and only if <pa[x]>h.

Proof of the theorem. Decompose Cw into a sequence of disjoint

Wiener measurable sets given by

T0= {xECw; <ba[x] S 2(1 - 2-")-1},

rm = {* E Cw; 2«(1 - 2-")-1 < <f>a[x] S 2(m + 1)(1 - 2"")-1},

m= 1, 2, ■ ■ -.

By Remark 4 and (2.2)
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J     {<pa[x]}"dwx =  22   I     {<t>a[x]}pdwx
•I Cw m=0  J r,„

oo

g 2»(1 - 2-")~" + 22 2"(m + 1Y(1 - 2-«)-Pmw(Yn)
m=l

/ 2X1'2g 2"(1 - 2-")-' + 2^(1 - 2-")-v I —)

" 1    " (     m2 )
■22(™ + iy—22lHin+a) exp<^-2A<1-2«'V .

m=i m k=o (2 )

It remains to show that the double sum in the last member of the

above inequalities is finite whenever a£(0, \) and p>0. Now for

every positive number A the function xN exp[ — (m2/2)x], x>0, as-

sumes its maximum value when x = 2N/m2. Thus xN exp[ —(m2/2)x]

g(2N/em2)N for x>0 and therefore

expj-tw2^)^1-2"'} g 2-kN(-l-^(2N/em2)N

for each m>0 and each k^ 0. Using this we obtain

" 1    " t     m2 )
22 (m + l)*—22 2HU2+a) exp<-2*<1-2°>V
m-i m k=o (2 )

* 1 /2A\^ "
g22(m + i)p — (—)  222klU2+a~Na~2a)]-

m-i m \em2)   k=0

Now choose A so that (1.2) is satisfied. Then |+a-A(l-2a)<0

and therefore

y 2*(i/2+a-Aru-2a)) = il — 2ll2+a~Na~2a)}_1 < oo.

Thus we get

" 1  /2N\NA
22 0» + l)v — (—)   22 2*f1/2+a-Ar<1-2")]

m=-i m \em2/    k=0

=o   tm   I   \\P

g (2A)Are-JV{l - 21'2+<*-iv<1-2a>}-1 22 ~-—

m=i    m2N+1

<  °o

since 2N>p by (1.2). This completes the proof.
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